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Implemented
ReadeR

1. Installation of paid dictionaries
2. PocketBook DRM support

SettingS
3. License information added
4. Updated logo for A10
5. Alert window dialog after downloading firmware

applicationS
6. Phone numbers display in Contacts application
7. New Dolphin Browser HD build (v. 7.2)
8. Added new version of Homework (v. 6.3.3)
9. Added new version of OfficeSuite (v. 5.5.736)

10. Google + application

MultiMedia
11. Upgraded FFMPEG to ver. 0.9

otheR
12. Upgrade kernel EP10
13. Battery lifetime increased.
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Fixed
ReadeRS

1. Error while first downloading of DRM book
2. ADE activation is made only in internal memory
3. The actual Go to page number is incorrect when reading books
4. Forward turning page button in EPUB
5. Decrease the sensitivity of calling context menu in FB2 reader
6. Decrease the sensitivity of calling context menu in Adobe reader
7. The Play/Pause button of TTS sometimes is useless
8. Pocketbook reader drops to the first page after turning Device by 180 degrees
9. The Device can’t open the Unicode .txt files via reader normally

SettingS
10. Not always Device accepts Registration key from first try
11. No button Update Device when update via OTA
12. Wrong response code for Device activation
13. The Flash Memory at Windows XP displayed as full after upgrading

connectionS
14. Sometimes the Device doesn’t reestablish connection after waking up

applicationS
15. In search text-box of File Manager Enter work illogical
16. The sound quality of TTS is not good
17. Copying files, using the File Manager progress bar all time is in 100%
18. The inputted words can’t be deleted in the Dictionary under reading page
19. File manager doesn’t notify system about copied/moved media files
20. Error when trying to add Traffic widget to Home screen
21. After update application Youtube removes desktop shortcut

MultiMedia
22. The time of the video recorded by camera with default settings is incorrect
23. In case of once crash of video player - any more movies can`t be played
24. Some MPEG-4 ASP video cannot be played
25. The Video will be force closed when move the progress bar manually
26. Crashed & Kernel panic occurred while Fast switch picture and video mode.
27. PB video player - the image distorts after unlocking the screen
28. Sometimes the video file is not displayed in the list
29. Device freezes if it exits from suspend mode to full-screen playing video
30. Video application crash after changing orientation
31. Popup exception alert after long time playing 720p video file.


